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Nukes Decline, But Disarmament Still a Distant Horizon
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UNITED NATIONS - The world's eight nuclear states - the
United States, Britain, Russia, France, China, India,
Pakistan and Israel - collectively possess more than 20,500
nuclear weapons - a decline of over 2,000 since 2009.

The SIPRI Yearbook says that modest cuts in U.S. and
Russian strategic nuclear forces were agreed in April 2010
under the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START).

But more than 5,000 of these devastating weapons are
deployed and ready for use, including nearly 2,000 that
are kept in "a state of high operational alert".

"But both countries currently are either deploying new
nuclear weapon delivery systems, or have announced
programmes to do so, and appear determined to retain
their nuclear arsenals for the indefinite future," it says.

The updated figures were released Tuesday by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)
Meanwhile, India and Pakistan, two neighbouring nuclear
in its Yearbook 2011. Currently, the two biggest nuclear
arsenals are in Russia (11,000 nuclear weapons) and the
rivals, continue to develop new ballistic and cruise missile
United States (8,500), followed by France (300), China
systems capable of delivering nuclear weapons.
(240), Britain (225), Pakistan (90-110), India (80-110) and
Read more on page 2

U.S. Plan to Boost Nuke Spending Undercuts Nonproliferation, Activists Warn
UNITED NATIONS - A Pentagon plan to step up spending
on nuclear weaponry would severely undermine global
efforts geared towards disarmament, warn independent
analysts on U.S. nuclear policy.

years. That is in addition to average annual spending of 54
billion dollars on nuclear maintenance.
Analysts say much of the increased funding is likely to be
spent on new drones, submarines, intercontinental
ballistic missiles, and facilities to build a new generation
of nuclear weapons.

"This is in direct conflict with the commitment to nuclear
disarmament," said David Krieger, president of the U.S.based Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, regarding the U.S.
military's request for increased funding for nuclear
weapons maintenance.

Congress is currently debating cuts in the forthcoming
budget. At the moment, there is no indication that the
majority of lawmakers and the Barack Obama
administration intend to question the rationale behind
the development of new nuclear weapon systems.

The U.S. military reportedly wants Congress to approve
213 billion dollars for the "modernisation" of nuclear
weapons and their delivery systems over the next 10
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Nukes Decline, But Disarmament Still a Distant Horizon
By Thalif Deen
UNITED NATIONS, Jun 7, 2011 (IPS) - The world's eight nuclear states - the United States, Britain, Russia, France, China, India,
Pakistan and Israel - collectively possess more than 20,500 nuclear weapons - a decline of over 2,000 since 2009.
But more than 5,000 of these devastating weapons are deployed and ready for use, including nearly 2,000 that are kept in "a
state of high operational alert".
The updated figures were released Tuesday by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) in its Yearbook
2011. Currently, the two biggest nuclear arsenals are in Russia (11,000 nuclear weapons) and the United States (8,500),
followed by France (300), China (240), Britain (225), Pakistan (90-110), India (80-110) and Israel (80).
The SIPRI Yearbook says that modest cuts in U.S. and Russian strategic nuclear forces were agreed in April 2010 under the
New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START).
"But both countries currently are either deploying new nuclear weapon delivery systems, or have announced programmes to
do so, and appear determined to retain their nuclear arsenals for the indefinite future," it says.
Meanwhile, India and Pakistan, two neighbouring nuclear rivals, continue to develop new ballistic and cruise missile systems
capable of delivering nuclear weapons.
"They are also expanding their capacities to produce fissile material for military purposes," says SIPRI, an independent
international research institute focusing on arms control and disarmament.
Still, there has been little progress towards nuclear disarmament, despite the reduction in the number of weapons.
Asked about the disparity, Jonathan Granoff, president of the Global Security Institute, told IPS that "quantitative reductions
are of course to be praised, despite the qualitative offsets of modernisation and robust funding of the nuclear weapons
enterprise."
However, overall progress will only be achieved when the compass point of elimination is clearly set as the collective goal of
nuclear haves and have-nots together, he pointed out.
Such clarity depends upon commencing the preparatory process to move unambiguously toward a universal legally
enforceable non- discriminatory ban on nuclear weapons achieved by a convention or by a framework of instruments.
"With such a clear commitment, the step-by-step incremental quantitative reductions will have enhanced meaning toward
downgrading the political and military significance of the weapons," he added.
The essential element, he said, is the collective commitment to universal abolition. "Rhetoric in this regard is credible only
when backed by action," Granoff declared.
SIPRI senior researcher Shannon Kile said it is a stretch to say that the New START cuts agreed by the United States and
Russia are a genuine step towards nuclear disarmament when their planning for nuclear forces is done on a time scale that
encompasses decades, and when nuclear modernisation is a major priority of their defence policies.
Jackie Cabasso, executive director of the Western States Legal Foundation (WSLF), which monitors and analyses U.S. nuclear
weapons programmes, told IPS the SIPRI report validates what she has been saying for years - at least since the mid-1990s in
connection with the failed deal for U.S. Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) - essentially that U.S.
nuclear weapons planning is based on the concept of "fewer but newer; nuclear weapons forever". 
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The fact that the numbers of nuclear weapons have been drastically reduced since their mind-boggling peak has been
generally confused with disarmament, when in fact, more than 20,000 nuclear weapons in the hands of eight or nine states
continues to represent an intolerable threat to humanity and the earth, she noted.
Despite the end of the Cold War, and despite U.S. President Barack Obama's lofty disarmament rhetoric, the threatened first
use of nuclear weapons remains at the core of the national security policy of the only country that has thus far used nuclear
weapons in war - the United States, she pointed out.
And this is mirrored in the national security policies of most of the other nuclear armed states.
The failed U.S. Senate CTBT ratification deal, which cemented ever- increasing funding for the Stockpile Stewardship nuclear
weapons modernisation programme was replicated on steroids in the START ratification package.
This package essentially renders START as an anti-disarmament measure, projecting modernisation of nuclear warheads and
their delivery system decades into the future, said Cabasso, winner of the 2008 Sean MacBride Peace Prize awarded by the
International Peace Bureau. 

U.S. Plan to Boost Nuke Spending Undercuts Nonproliferation, Activists Warn
Haider Rizvi
UNITED NATIONS, Jun 6 (IPS) - A Pentagon plan to step up spending on nuclear weaponry would severely undermine global
efforts geared towards disarmament, warn independent analysts on U.S. nuclear policy.
"This is in direct conflict with the commitment to nuclear disarmament," said David Krieger, president of the U.S.-based
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, regarding the U.S. military's request for increased funding for nuclear weapons maintenance.
The U.S. military reportedly wants Congress to approve 213 billion dollars for the "modernisation" of nuclear weapons and
their delivery systems over the next 10 years. That is in addition to average annual spending of 54 billion dollars on nuclear
maintenance.
Analysts say much of the increased funding is likely to be spent on new drones, submarines, intercontinental ballistic missiles,
and facilities to build a new generation of nuclear weapons.
Congress is currently debating cuts in the forthcoming budget. At the moment, there is no indication that the majority of
lawmakers and the Barack Obama administration intend to question the rationale behind the development of new nuclear
weapon systems.
Since taking charge of the White House in January 2009, Obama has given speeches championing the cause of global nuclear
disarmament, but like his predecessors, has shied away from setting a deadline for complete abolition of nuclear weapons in
his country and abroad.
"He has said nice things about nuclear disarmament," Krieger told IPS. "But, apparently, he has agreed to spend over 200
billion dollars on nuclear weapons modernisation." Krieger noted that the so-called "new" nuclear weapons programme also
includes nuke-carrying drones.
"It's a long-distance killing," said Krieger. "Drones with nuclear weapons are inappropriate. That's an invitation to nuclear
chaos," he added, expressing concerns that other states suspected of having or developing nuclear weapons programmes
would be more defiant in the coming years. For more than a decade, the U.S. nuclear policy establishment has cracked down
on Iran and North Korea, the first for allegedly trying to develop nuclear weapons and the second for its avowed nuclear
programme, but has not given a clear signal about when it would be ready to destroy its own huge nuclear arsenal. 
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Krieger's foundation, which is part of the Middle Powers Initiative (MPI), an umbrella group of eight major international
disarmament organisations, is currently involved in lobbying efforts to speed up the U.N.-led process towards nuclear nonproliferation and complete disarmament.
The MPI stands for a "verifiable, irreversible and enforceable legal ban on nuclear weapons" and wants urgent action on U.N.
chief Ban Ki- moon's five-point proposal for nuclear disarmament, which calls for the development of "mutually reinforcing"
framework agreements or a nuclear weapons convention.
"The overwhelming desire of governments and people for the abolition of nuclear weapons requires practical action," MPI
chairman Richard Butler said in a statement sent to IPS last week. "Nuclear weapons' continued existence threatens all and
poses unacceptable risks."
The MPI is lobbying world diplomats for their support to implement Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
in which the nuclear states commit themselves to the elimination of nuclear weapons.
Last week, Butler, a veteran Australian diplomat who has served the U.N. as nuclear weapons inspector, presented a brief to
the governments at the U.N. as part of MPI's ongoing project to ensure implementation of agreements under the NPT.
While he was preparing to have talks with fellow diplomats at the U.N. headquarters in New York on disarmament actions
last week, MPI founder Senator Douglas Roche of Canada embarked on a world tour for the same reason.
Before his departure to Europe, Russia, China and India, Roche, who has been nominated for Nobel Prize, noted in a
statement that landmines and cluster munitions had been banned by treaty "once people realised the humanitarian
consequences of their continued use."
He went on: "There is now similar realisation of the threat to humanity, not just if nuclear weapons are used, but by the
threat of use, their possession and their proliferation."
For his part, Krieger admires his Canadian counterpart's efforts for nuclear disarmament and peace, but, at the same time, he
is wary of the consequences of actions that the U.S. Congress and the administration might take in the coming days.
"It's a huge problem for the U.S. to continue seeking domination in the world," he told IPS. In his view, the policymakers in
Washington must realise that the security of the U.S. does not lie in increasing the military budget, but in cutting it
substantially.
"The increase [in spending] on nuclear weapons would send a message to the world is that the U.S. is not serious about
nuclear disarmament," he concluded. 

The Wisdom of Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Archbishop Desmond Tutu traveled to Santa Barbara in May 2011 to
support the work of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation. Archbishop
Tutu, a recipient of the Foundation's Distinguished Peace Leadership
Award, has served on the NAPF Advisory Council since 1990.

Speaking about the NAPF, Archbishop Tutu said, "The Nuclear Age Peace
Foundation has a vision for a better world. I endorse their work and
encourage those who are complacent to make a lifelong commitment and to join the winning side."
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Arabic

Nukes Decline, But Disarmament
Still a Distant Horizon

U.S. Plan to Boost Nuke Spending Undercuts
Nonproliferation, Activists Warn

Read at
http://www.ipsinternational.org/arabic/nota.asp?idnews=2198
http://www.ipsinternational.org/arabic/nota.asp?idnews=2195

http://www.ipsinternational.org/arabic/
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Nukes Decline, But Disarmament Still a Distant Horizon
JAPANESE

Read at
http://www.nuclearabolition.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=421:pdf&catid=2:japanese&Itemid=3
http://www.nuclearabolition.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=420:nukesdecline&catid=2:japanese&Itemid=3
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U.S. Plan to Boost Nuke Spending Undercuts Nonproliferation, Activists Warn
JAPANESE

Read at
http://www.nuclearabolition.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=423:us-toboost&catid=2:japanese&Itemid=3
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German

Pentagon will mehr Geld für Atomwaffen
– Rückschlag für nukleare Abrüstung befürchtet
Von Haider Rizvi und Thalif Deen
New York (IPS) – In den USA haben unabhängige Analysten Pläne des Pentagons kritisiert, die
Ausgaben für Atomwaffen zu erhöhen. Damit würden die Bemühungen, eine atomwaffenfreie
Welt zu schaffen, unterlaufen.
Nach den Vorstellungen der US-amerikanischen Streitkräfte soll der Kongress für die nächsten
zehn Jahre 213 Milliarden US-Dollar für die Modernisierung der Atomwaffen und ihrer
Trägersysteme bewilligen. Derzeit geben die USA im Schnitt 54 Milliarden Dollar im Jahr für die
Erhaltung ihrer nuklearen Schlagkraft aus.
Das Stockholmer Friedensforschungsinstitut SIPRI gibt die Zahl der in US-Arsenalen befindlichen
Atomwaffen in seinem neuen Jahrbuch 2011 mit 8.500 an. Russland soll sogar über 11.000
Kernwaffen verfügen, Frankreich über 300, China über 240, Großbritannien über 225, Pakistan 90
bis 110, Indien mit über 80 bis 110 und Israel über 80.
Experten zufolge soll ein Teil der vom US-Militär geforderten Finanzmittel für die Anschaffung
neuer Drohnen, U-Boote, Interkontinentalraketen und den Bau einer neuen Generation von
Atomwaffen ausgegeben werden.
Der Kongress debattiert derzeit über Einschnitte in das nächste Budget. Aller Wahrscheinlichkeit
nach, werden die Mehrheit der Abgeordneten und die Regierung von Präsident Barack Obama
die Gründe für die Entwicklung neuer Atomwaffensysteme nicht hinterfragen.
Seit Amtsantritt im Januar 2009 hat sich Obama zwar in zahlreichen Reden für die atomare
Abrüstung ausgesprochen. Doch wie schon seine Vorgänger hat er sich auf einen konkreten
Zeitpunkt für die Abschaffung von Kernwaffen in den USA und anderswo nicht festgelegt.
Kritik an Obama
"Er mag nette Dinge zugunsten der nuklearen Abrüstung gesagt haben, allerdings hat er offenbar
auch den Ausgaben in Höhe von mehr als 200 Milliarden Dollar zur Modernisierung der
Atomwaffenarsenale zugestimmt", sagte David Krieger, Direktor der 'Nuclear Age Peace
Foundation' gegenüber IPS. Er wies ferner darauf hin, dass das sogenannte neue
Atomwaffenprogramm Drohnen beinhalte, die mit atomaren Sprengköpfen bestückt werden
können. Solche Waffen seien eine Einladung an andere Staaten zur nuklearen Aufrüstung.
Seit über einem Jahrzehnt üben die USA Druck auf den Iran und Nordkorea aus – Staaten, die im
Verdacht stehen, Atomwaffen zu entwickeln, oder die Arbeit an einem Atomwaffenprogramm
eingeräumt haben. Selbst schweigt sich die Regierung in Washington darüber aus, wann sie ihre
eigenen und riesigen Atomwaffenarsenale vernichten wird. 
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2.000 Kernwaffen im Zustand 'hoher Einsatzalarmbereitschaft'
Derzeit besitzen die acht Atommächte USA, Großbritannien, Russland, Frankreich, China, Indien
und Pakistan SIPRI zufolge insgesamt 20.500 Atomwaffen, 2.000 weniger als 2009. Doch mehr als
5.000 dieser zerstörerischen Waffen sind einsatzbereit. 2.000 von ihnen befinden sich sogar in
einem 'Zustand hoher Einsatzalarmbereitschaft'.
Kriegers Stiftung ist Teil der 'Middle Powers Initiative' (MRI), ein Dachverband von acht großen
internationalen Abrüstungsorganisationen, die den von den Vereinten Nationen
vorangetriebenen Prozess der Nichtverbreitung von Atomwaffen und der vollständigen
nuklearen Abrüstung unterstützen.
Die MRI steht für ein nachvollziehbares, irreversibles und einklagbares Kernwaffenverbot. Sie
drängt die internationale Gemeinschaft dazu, möglichst rasch auf den Fünf-Punkte-Plan von UNGeneralsekretär Ban Ki-moon zur nuklearen Abrüstung zu reagieren. Der Plan sieht die
"gegenseitige Verstärkung" von Rahmenabkommen oder eine Atomwaffenkonvention vor.
"Der Wunsch einer überwältigenden Mehrheit von Regierungen und Menschen, Atomwaffen
abzuschaffen, verlangt Handeln", sagte der MRI-Vorsitzende Richard Butler in einer IPS
vorliegenden Mitteilung. "Die fortgesetzte Existenz von Atomwaffen bedroht uns alle und birgt
unannehmbare Risiken."
Die MRI wirbt derzeit bei UN-Diplomaten um Unterstützung für die Umsetzung von Artikel VI des
Atomwaffensperrvertrags (Non-Proliferation Treaty - NPT), in dem sich die Atommächte zur
Vernichtung von Atomwaffen verpflichten.
Butler ist ein erfahrener australischer Diplomat, der für die UN als Atomwaffeninspekteur tätig
war. Er informierte die Regierungen bei den Vereinten Nationen unlängst über die MPIAktivitäten zur Umsetzung der im Rahmen des NPT getroffenen Absprachen.
Während er sich am Sitz der Vereinten Nationen in New York auf Gespräche mit Diplomaten aus
anderen Ländern vorbereitete, brach der MRI-Gründer, der kanadische Senator Douglas Roche,
aus dem gleichen Grund zu einer internationalen Informationsreise nach Europa, Russland, China
und Indien auf.
Forderung nach Konvention
Vor seiner Abreise erklärte Roche, einer der Kandidaten für den Friedensnobelpreis, auch
Landminen und Streubomben seien per Konvention verboten worden, nachdem der Menschheit
die Folgen eines fortgesetzten Einsatzes dieser Waffen bewusst geworden seien. Nun sei sie, was
den Einsatz, den Besitz und die Verbreitung von Atomwaffen angehe, zum gleichen Punkt
gekommen.
Nach Ansicht von Krieger stellt der Wunsch der USA, "die Welt zu dominieren", ein großes
Problem dar. Wie er gegenüber IPS erklärte, müssten die politischen Entscheidungsträger in
Washington endlich zur Kenntnis nehmen, dass die Sicherheit der USA nicht von einem höheren,
sondern von einem niedrigeren Militärbudget abhänge. Eine Erhöhung der Ausgaben für
Atomwaffen sende die Botschaft aus, dass es den USA mit der atomaren Abrüstung nicht ernst
sei. (Deutsche Bearbeitung: Karina Böckmann | 08 -06-2011) 
Originalbeitrag (Passwortgeschützt):
http://www.ipsnews.de/news/news.php?key1=2011-06-08%2012:10:16&key2=1
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What Others Say
Of Nuke States, Outliers and Global Security
By Jayantha Dhanapala* | IDN-InDepth NewsEssay
WASHINGTON D.C. (IDN) - One definition of an outlier, in the original field of statistics from where the
term has come, is "one that appears to deviate markedly from other members of the sample in which
it occurs."
Thus, in a world where the global norm is membership of the Treaty for the Nonproliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT), nuclear weapon armed states outside the NPT have been referred to as the
outliers. Some would argue that all nuclear weapon armed states are outliers. The use of the term has
an undeniably pejorative implication but in modern realpolitik, where national interest and state
sovereignty reign supreme, no value judgments hold sway.
The NPT was signed in 1968 and entered into force in 1970. Over its 41-year history it has gathered 5 nuclear weapon states
(NWS) and 184 non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) as members pledged to abide by the three pillars of the treaty –
nonproliferation, disarmament and the verifiable peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
In addition to the acknowledged five NWS within the NPT there are four others outside including the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea (DPRK) – the subject of six-nation talks aimed at getting that country back into the NPT as a NNWS.
The three countries with nuclear weapons, which have a distinct outlier status, are:
Israel – which does not declare itself to be a NWS;
India – which has been given de facto recognition through the controversial Indo-U.S. nuclear co-operation agreement and is
applying to become a member of the exclusive Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) with U.S. support; and
Pakistan – whose growing nuclear arsenal has been the subject of international concerns because of the notorious A.Q.Khan
network for the proliferation of nuclear material and knowhow and the safe custody of its nuclear weapon arsenal amidst
unstable political conditions.
The acquisition of nuclear weapon expertise and materials in every outlier case has invariably been helped, wittingly or
unwittingly, by an established NWS among others. The three states are estimated to have between 250-400 nuclear
warheads among them. The world seems to have abandoned hopes that they will voluntarily give up their nuclear weapons
unless there is going to be the total elimination of nuclear weapons globally with a verifiable Nuclear Weapons Convention.
The implications of this tacit acceptance of the outliers for global and regional security are portentous. And yet with each of
them enjoying good relations with at least one of the five NWS in the NPT, who also happen to be permanent members of
the UN Security Council, their nuclear weapon arsenals have, by and large, escaped unequivocal criticism let alone
condemnation.
Israel
Israel has long maintained a policy of nuclear ambiguity neither confirming nor denying its nuclear weapon possession. Some
leaks have been hastily plugged and whistle-blowers like Mordechai Vanunu have been effectively silenced. The origins of the
Israeli nuclear programme go back to the late 1950s and by 1970 it is reported to have crossed the nuclear threshold. France
has been identified as the source of Israeli nuclear expertise and material in the early stages. By the 1980s Israel was seen as
having a mature nuclear weapon programme centred around Dimona.
SIPRI estimates that Israel has 80 nuclear warheads but others have given higher estimates of between 100 to 300
deliverable through its Jericho missiles and Falcon aircraft. It is also estimated that Israel has 650 kg of military plutonium –
the equivalent of about 130 nuclear warheads. 
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Rumours of Israel developing tactical nuclear weapons and nuclear capable sea-launched cruise missiles have not been
substantiated. No doctrine on the possible use of nuclear weapons has been announced but their deterrent value has not
prevented Arab-Israeli wars and persistent attacks across Israeli-held territory.
As the sixth state in the world to acquire nuclear weapons, and the very first in the Middle East, nuclear devices were never
overtly tested unlike in the cases of India, Pakistan and DPRK. The Vela Incident or the South Atlantic Flash on September 22,
1979 has been identified as a test in which Israel and South Africa colluded but details have never emerged.
With a policy of nuclear opacity Israel did not sign the NPT and, unlike with other non-NPT signatories, it was not pressured
to do so by the U.S. Since states, which had exploded nuclear devices before January 1, 1967 qualified to join the NPT as
NWS, there is no realistic possibility of Israel joining the NPT except as a NNWS.
Israel has signed, but not ratified, the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and is one of the 44 countries whose
ratification is required for the treaty to enter into force. It is also a member of the Geneva-based Conference on
Disarmament with its partially fulfilled mandate as the sole multilateral negotiating forum to produce treaties on nuclear
issues such as a fissile material cut-off treaty (FMCT).
Being the only state in the Middle East outside the NPT, Israel has been strongly criticized in multilateral forums like the UN
General Assembly's (UNGA) First Committee and the International Atomic Agency (IAEA) with annual resolutions being
adopted with overwhelming majorities calling on Israel to join the NPT. A resolution calling for a nuclear weapon-free zone
(NWFZ) in the Middle East has been adopted repeatedly without a vote. Further pressure has been added with a resolution
calling for a zone free of weapons of mass destruction in the Middle East (MEWMDFZ).
A key element in the package that was adopted without a vote at the 1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference (NPTREC)
was a Resolution on the Middle East calling, inter alia, for a MEWMDFZ. Arab countries and others have used the failure to
implement this resolution as leverage in subsequent NPT Review Conferences and the collapse of the 2005 NPT Review
Conference was attributed to this.
In the 2010 Review Conference a redoubled diplomatic effort by the Egyptian-led Arab and Non-aligned group led to a
consensus Final Document being adopted which called for a 2012 Conference on creating the MEWMDFZ. Slow progress in
the preparations for this is likely to aggravate Arab hostility despite the distractions of the Arab Spring and the war in Libya.
India
For many India's acquisition of the most destructive weapon invented is a strange contradiction of the philosophy of nonviolence, famously advocated by Mahatma Gandhi, and India's moral posturing in world affairs. At the time of Independence
in 1947, Prime Minister Nehru placed India firmly on the path to modernization through the development of science and
technology including the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
However, others in the leadership harboured ambitions of acquiring nuclear weapons for prestige and global power status
while Nehru preached nuclear disarmament and a ban on nuclear testing. Thus India resisted all pressures to join the NPT
carrying on a strident campaign against its discriminatory aspect. That did not prevent India from subsequently joining the
equally discriminatory two-tiered Antarctic Treaty in the top tier.
In 1974 India, under Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, conducted a nuclear test which was falsely described as "peaceful" but has
subsequently been acknowledged as a nuclear weapon test. The alarms that the test caused were fuelled by suspicions about
India's nuclear ambitions and the fact that Canadian nuclear supplies for peaceful purposes had been diverted for this.
While Indian nuclear ambitions were further evidenced by its strong and solitary opposition to the 1996 CTBT, it led to a
similarly clandestine programme in Pakistan. In 1998 India conducted five underground tests of nuclear devices and declared
itself a nuclear weapon state amidst domestic jubilation citing a threat from China. 
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The immediate reaction of Pakistan was to follow suit and the world was suddenly faced with two more NWS outside the
NPT making the goal of a nuclear weapon-free world even more distant. The strong condemnation of the UN Security Council
by Resolution 1172 at the time is a strange contrast to U.S.-driven global indulgence and active encouragement of India’s
nuclear weapon possession today.
India is estimated to have 80-100 nuclear weapons. A domestic debate goes on among Indian scientists as to whether more
tests are needed although an Indian Prime Minister has pledged that India would not stand in the way of the entry into force
of the CTBT.
Indian nuclear weapons can be delivered through its Mirage and Jaguar aircraft as well as through land and sea based
missiles. India maintains a nuclear doctrine of ‘no first use’ and of having a 'credible minimum deterrence'. That and the fact
that India's nuclear weapons are firmly under civilian control in a functioning democracy with a credible non-proliferation
record has alleviated some of the concerns over an escalation of a conflict between India and Pakistan into a nuclear war.
The 2005 India-U.S. Civil Nuclear Co-operation Initiative was highly controversial and widely seen as a violation of the NPT. It
was subsequently approved by the NSG with the use of heavy U.S. diplomatic pressure but the advantages for the U.S.
nuclear industry through sales to India have yet to materialize.
Pakistan
It is widely conceded that Pakistan would not have acquired nuclear weapons if India did not. It is the equalizing weapon to
counter a perceived conventional weapon imbalance. Thus Pakistan's rationale for nuclear deterrence is India-specific
especially after the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war when Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto led Pakistan.
The 1974 Indian test accelerated the programme. It will require India to eliminate its nuclear arsenal if Pakistan is to do so. In
the case of India however, it will be necessary for there to be global disarmament. From a period of non-weaponized
deterrence Pakistan, with its tests in 1998, converted to a status of an overt nuclear weapon possessor. It is widely suspected
that China provided assistance to Pakistan in developing nuclear weapons.
Pakistan is estimated to have 90-110 nuclear weapons using highly enriched uranium (HEU) but recent reports indicate a
growing plutonium based arsenal probably larger than India's and an increased production of plutonium as fissile material.
The delivery systems are both aircraft and missiles.
The perception of inferiority in fissile material stockpiles vis-à-vis India has led to an inflexible Pakistan stance in the CD (UN
Conference on Disarmament) on the issue of negotiating a FMCT. The Indo-U.S. nuclear co-operation deal has also had
adverse repercussions. Chinese firms intend to build two new 340-megawatt light-water reactors at Pakistan's Chashma
Nuclear Power Plant. Ironically, this has elicited protests from the U.S.
The activities of the A.Q.Khan network and doubts over the safe custody of Pakistani nuclear weapons in a country fraught
with terrorist problems and weak Governmental controls has made Pakistan a key proliferation concern.
The discovery that Osama Bin Laden had been in Pakistan, either unknown to the Pakistan authorities or with their
connivance, can only enhance concerns over the safety of the country's nuclear arsenal.
With a bilateral history of hostile relations many see South Asia as a likely theatre for a limited nuclear war citing the tensions
of the "Brasstacks" exercise in 1986/7 and the Kargil conflict of 1999. However both sides have expressed confidence in their
command and control structures and systems.
All nine nuclear armed states, whether within the NPT or outliers, present a threat to global security. Napoleon is said to
have remarked: "Bayonets are wonderful! One can do anything with them except sit on them!". Today's bayonets are nuclear
weapons; and we are actually sitting on them. The potential for their use by accident or design; by the states themselves or
by terrorist groups within these states is too great for the people of the world to accept.
*Jayantha Dhanapala is President, Pugwash Conferences on Science & World Affairs. He served as UN Under-SecretaryGeneral for Disarmament Affairs and as Ambassador of Sri Lanka to the USA in 1990s. (IDN-InDepthNews/25.06.2011) 
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North Korea and the Voyage to a Nuke-Free World
By Frederick N. Mattis* | IDN-InDepth NewsViewpoint
ANNAPOLIS, USA (IDN) - Of all states, North Korea as it presently exists and is governed is probably seen by many other states
as the most potentially problematic with respect to its ongoing compliance with a nuclear weapons ban.
This, of course, is assuming North Korea joined a nuclear ban treaty [convention] along with all other states – and incentives
for North Korea to do so would be primarily freedom from the nuclear threat or perceived threat from another state or
states, plus widespread praise for the decision to join.
At present, North Korea regularly points to the vast U.S. arsenal as the prime peril and justification for North Korea's own,
relatively very small arsenal; but such rationale by any state would vanish under worldwide nuclear weapons abolition.
The various past sessions of nuclear "six-party talks" amongst the USA, North Korea, South Korea, China, Russia, and Japan
have often produced more heat than light. But in all these encounters it is solely the prospect of North Korea's elimination of
its nuclear weapons that has been on the table.
Considering, instead and in contrast, a here-posited worldwide nuclear ban, a fundamental reason to envision North Korean
fealty to it would be, as with all states, the unprecedented geopolitical, legal, psychological, and moral force of unanimity of
accession by states before the treaty takes effect.
The Agreed Framework
The collapse in late 2002 of the 1994 U.S.-North Korean "Agreed Framework" is frequently cited as "proof" that, ultimately,
North Korea is duplicitous in its nuclear intentions and therefore would decline to join a prospective, worldwide nuclear
weapons ban, or would join but not abide by it.
But North Korea did comply with the Agreed Framework – by freezing plutonium production and related nuclear facilities.
However, North Korea was apparently, during some latter part at least of the Framework's eight-year sway, working on
uranium enrichment (necessary for nuclear reactor fuel but also the path, other than plutonium, for a nuclear weapon).
The plutonium-centered Framework, for its part, did not address uranium enrichment, which is an entirely different process
than the Framework-forbidden separation of plutonium from irradiated reactor fuel (which North Korea abided by).
With that said, the U.S. umbrage toward North Korea for its uranium enrichment was at least somewhat understandable; but
it was the USA and North Korea that signed the Framework, with its sole focus on plutonium.
In any event, in late 2002, shortly after official U.S. broaching of North Korean enrichment activity, the USA cut off oil
supplies to North Korea (a prime part of the Framework). Thereupon North Korea, viewing the Framework as caustically
abrogated by the USA, abandoned its Framework freeze on plutonium production and other weapons-usable work – and
later twice conducted nuclear explosion tests with plutonium weapons. Given, then, these highlights of the total picture, the
collapse of the Framework cannot be fairly held up as a mirror or example or proof of North Korean perfidy.
Nuclear abolitionist President Ronald Reagan famously said, "Trust but verify." A nuclear weapons ban will surely have a
worldwide verification regime, including "challenge" inspections analogously to today's Chemical Weapons Convention.
The inspection issue actually terminated the last round of "six-party talks," when the USA presented its list of exigent
inspection modalities to ensure a nuclear-free North Korea – but without, of course, the USA offering any inspection of its
own military-related nuclear facilities, much less elimination of U.S. nuclear weapons. (Understandably, though, U.S.
weapons elimination can only be realistically envisioned under a nuclear ban treaty that requires unanimous accession by
states before entry into force.) 
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 North Korea as a Nuclear Ban Party
Assuming a worldwide nuclear ban is indeed in force, there would still be assertions that North Korea is an unreliable treaty
party because it would "lose little" by breaching the treaty – with North Korea being "so isolated anyway."
But North Korea has commercial and diplomatic relations with over 130 countries, all of which would be vehemently
opposed to a North Korean "breakout" from a nuclear ban that North Korea has joined along with all other states. Also, the
nuclear ban's fairness (equal treatment of states) would militate against any inclination toward treaty violation by North
Korea or any state.
"Condition-Free Accession to a Nuclear Ban"
The voyage of humanity to a nuclear weapons-free world will surely experience disparate events and currents. North Korea,
for example, might see fit to aver at least initially that before it agrees to sign and ratify a prospective, worldwide ban, there
must be a "peace treaty" officially ending the Korean War, or other blandishments for North Korea.
But no state should feel or be in the least obliged to comply with any such pronouncement, despite its ostensible roadblock
(but potentially only temporary) to nuclear ban unanimity and entry into force.
North Korea, for its part, has a right to say whatever it wishes regarding its potential accession to a nuclear ban; and other
countries, including the USA, have the right to say, "Although we are always evaluating our relations with North Korea, and
hoping to discern improvement in their human rights and other areas, the nuclear ban treaty, which benefits all states and
which all must join before it enters into force, stands on its own merits."
Overall, in regards to the Korean Peninsula and other longstanding divides (such as the Kashmir problem between nucleararmed states Pakistan and India), the introduction for signature of a nuclear ban treaty will surely bring more world focus,
and likely more-productive dialogue, on ameliorating the issues at hand.
But whatever the progress – or lack thereof, if so – on these matters, when North Korea and all other states have joined a
nuclear ban treaty and it enters into force with compliance of all states due to the unparalleled impact of fairness and
unanimity, then all states and people will be freed from the possibility of experiencing nuclear war or attack (such as
escalation of a border conflict), and from possible "false-alarm" nuclear missile launch, and possibility that terrorists could
acquire a bomb from a state's nuclear arsenal.
*Frederick N. Mattis is the author of “Banning Weapons of Mass Destruction” (ABC-CLIO/Praeger Security International;
ISBN: 978-0-313-36538-6). This article first appeared on www.daisyalliance.org (IDN-InDepthNews/07.06.2011) 

US Conference of Mayors calls for Nuclear Weapons Convention, troopwithdrawals
By John Loretz
From International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN), Nuclear abolition news
(June 23, 2011) The people responsible for managing US cities—the ones elected to keep the schools open, to maintain
roads and bridges, to ensure public health and safety, and to advocate for the needs of their communities—sent a message
to the rest of the country this week about the costs of war and preparing for war. The message, contained in two resolutions
adopted by the US Conference of Mayors, was that the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have to end, that the US needs to lead
the way in ridding the world of nuclear weapons, and that the hundreds of billions of dollars now being lost to these
misplaced national spending priorities should be redirected “to meet vital human needs” at home.
The resolution on military spending noted a couple of obvious facts: that the wars started by President Bush and continued
by President Obama are costing about $126 billion a year and that more than 6,000 American soldiers have died in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The mayors went a step further, pointing out in the same sentence that at least 120,000 civilians have been
killed in those countries since these wars began. Americans don’t hear that fact often enough.
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Civil Society's Perspective
The nuclear disarmament resolution reproves the Obama administration for its plan to spend $185 billion on nuclear
weapons modernization and infrastructure programs between now and 2020—amounts even greater than the Reagan
administration spent on nuclear weapons at the height of the Cold War.
The mayors called for a halt to this spending and urged the administration, instead, to work for the implementation of UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon’s five-point plan for global nuclear disarmament, including the completion of a nuclear
weapons convention by 2020. In strong contrast with those Americans who take an isolationist attitude, the US mayors spoke
proudly of their participation in Mayors for Peace and aligned themselves with their colleagues in 4,700 cities and 150
countries who have declared that “cities are not targets” of nuclear weapons and have set their sights on a world free of
nuclear weapons by 2020.
The contrast between two visions of where the world will stand in 2020—ramped up to produce, maintain, and endanger all
of us with nuclear weapons for the rest of the 21st century; or free of a catastrophic threat to human survival that only exists
because we allow it to exist—could not be starker.
Both these resolutions reflect a growing sense of interconnectedness among municipal leaders in many countries who face
similar challenges, are increasingly making common cause with each other across national boundaries, and know from
experience that every dollar spent on war and the weapons of war is a dollar that cannot be spent, in the mayors’ own
words, “to meet vital human needs, promote job creation, rebuild our infrastructure, aid municipal and state governments,
and develop a new economy based upon renewable, sustainable energy and reduce the federal debt.”
The mayors may have gotten through to President Obama, who announced an accelerated schedule for troop withdrawals
from Afghanistan a few days later, echoing what the country’s municipal leaders had said about the need to redirect national
spending priorities. Let’s hope he heard them about nuclear weapons, as well.
IPPNW, which launched the International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN) in 2007, and Mayors For Peace,
whose Cities Are Not Targets campaign is part of the 2020 Appeal for a nuclear-weapons-free world, work collaboratively to
build public and governmental support for a nuclear weapons convention. 

How to save $100 billion per year
By John Loretz
From International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN), Nuclear abolition news
(June 20, 2011) Bruce Blair of Global Zero has just provided a long-needed estimate of global nuclear weapons spending.
We’ve known the US numbers for many years, thanks to Stephen Schwartz’s Atomic Audit and groups such as the Natural
Resources Defense Council and The Western States Legal Foundation. The former has documented some $6 trillion in US
spending on nuclear weapons and their infrastructure since 1946; while WSLF estimates that more than $200 billion has been
budgeted over the next decade to modernize the US arsenal.
Comparable figures for the other nuclear-weapon states have always been hard to find. According to Blair’s new estimates,
the nine nuclear-weapon states—China, France, India, Israel, North Korea, Pakistan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the
United States—plan to spend $1 trillion over the next 10 years to acquire new weapons and to update their systems. They
will spend $100 billion in this year alone. Blair says that is “more spending on nuclear weapons than at any time since the
Cold War.”
We’re often told that nuclear weapons spending is only a fraction of total military spending, but the fraction for these nine
countries turns out to be 9 percent on average. That’s pretty substantial, considering the way nearly all of their governments
are using the sorry state of the global economy as an excuse to slash spending on education, social services, environmental
protection, health care programs, and everything else that people depend on for a decent quality of life. What this means is
that a nuclear weapons convention is good economic policy in addition to all the other reasons it makes sense. 
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Civil Society's Perspective
CND welcomes Global Zero summit
The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament today welcomed the 'Global Zero' summit, to be held in London this Tuesday to Thursday
(21st-23rd June). The Global Zero initiative indicates the increasing extent of the demand - from political, military and cultural
leaders - for urgent action to achieve global nuclear disarmament.
The Summit will bring together over 100 leading members of Global Zero to discuss and debate with senior officials from several
governments. They will undertake intensive policy discussions on how all nuclear weapons states can be brought to the table to
negotiate multilateral nuclear arms reductions. They will also consider the strategy needed to build public and political support for
this agenda.
The Summit will begin with the UK premiere of the critically acclaimed film, Countdown to Zero [note 3]. This, together with a panel
discussion featuring Queen Noor of Jordan, ex-CIA operative Valerie Plame Wilson, former Foreign Secretary Margaret Beckett and
Oscar-winning producer Lawrence Bender, will be streamed live to around 50 cinemas and other venues throughout the UK. Many
of the events are hosted by local anti-nuclear campaigners.
Kate Hudson, General Secretary of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, said, "This very welcome summit shows just how broad
the demand for a world free of nuclear weapons now is. From President Obama down, political and military leaders are increasingly
coming to accept that nuclear weapons can play no useful role in preserving security. In fact they do the reverse, with hundreds of
missiles poised to launch at a moment's notice.
Britain must play its part in supporting President Obama's initiatives and declaring itself ready to actualise its existing commitment
to disarm, under the 1968 nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Our government already accepts Britain faces no state-on-state nuclear
threat. Now is the time for the UK to rid itself of the city-destroying Trident missiles and back the negotiation of a nuclear weapons
convention, banning nukes in the way that chemical and biological weapons are outlawed.
"Global Zero estimate that global spending on nuclear weapons will amount to $1,000bn this decade [see note 4] - a monstrous
sum to be devoting to the maintenance of a system that does nothing to tackle the real insecurities facing humanity in the 21st
century. The cost of building, let alone running the replacement for the UK's Trident submarines, has already increased from £11 to
£25bn before detailed planning has even begun. Now is the time for our government to concentrate on real priorities and scrap its
ruinously expensive nuclear weapons programme." 
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